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Lucifer Ángelos Thanátou

Lucifer Ángelos Thanátou
Lucifer Ángelos Thanátou is a player character played by the-atheist-devil.
Lucifer Ángelos Thanátou
Species & Gender: Male Elysian
Date of Birth:
9日 4月 YE 20
Organization:
Independent
Occupation:
Freelancer
Rank:
N/A
Current Placement:
N/A

Physical Description
Lucifer has Snow White skin, his eyes are Dark black along with his hair. He’s 6’0” tall and weighs 190lbs.
He’s built athletically. Lucifer’s wings are a Smokey grey, with his feathers perfectly plumed. Lucifer also
has Demonic tattoos all over his torso.

Personality
Lucifer is a very straightforward person that gets right to the point, he’s also violent when pushed or
annoyed in any manner. His voice is low and rugged, and he speaks in a serious and calm manner. He
gives oﬀ an ora of a killer whenever he gets annoyed or angry.

History
Lucifer’s past is not the best one could ask for. He was born and lived on the planet Keren with his
mother and father. He’s been subjected to terrible alcoholic parents ever since he was born. That
changed when he reached the age of 8 when he saw his mother and father ﬁghting in the kitchen, so he
ran away with out them noticing. After soon running away he was picked up/abducted by a mercenary
band for unknown reasons other than he could ﬁt in small spaces. But he stayed and worked with the
mercenary band until he was 19 and then started to work as a Freelancer. He has been doing mainly
combat missions ever since.

Skills Learned
Communication- He can read, write, and speak, Trade and Seraphim.
Fighting- Hand to hand combat as well as riﬂes and pistols are his preferred choices when he was
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defending himself or killing others.
Demolitions- Since he joined the mercenary band, they have taught him how to use many diﬀerent
explosive devices.
Physical- He has been training and exercising his entire life and he is very well ﬁt. As well as ﬂexible.
Survival and Military- His training with the mercenaries has taught him to survive an almost any
environment and how to work up and down the pecking order with ranks and authority.
Knowledge- Upon every mission he goes on, he gathers books or information. He constantly seeks more.
Rogue- At the age of, 19 he left the mercenary band and took with him the skill of stealth and recon that
he learned while with them.

Social Connections
Lucifer is connected to:
He has no current connections.

Inventory & Finance
Lucifer has the following:
2 blades: poisen resovoir and retractable blade;
Lucifer currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information
This page was created by the-atheist-devil on 04, 06 2018 at 22:08.
In the case the-atheist-devil becomes inactive:
Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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